We prove that there is a motion from any convex polygon to any convex polygon with the same counterclockwise sequence of edge lengths, that preserves the lengths of the edges, and keeps the polygon convex at all times. Furthermore, the motion is "direct" (avoiding any intermediate canonical configuration like a subdivided triangle) in the sense that each angle changes monotonically throughout the motion. In contrast, we show that it is impossible to achieve such a result with each vertex-to-vertex distance changing monotonically. We also demonstrate that there is a motion between any two such polygons using three-dimensional moves known as pivots, although the complexity of the motion cannot be bounded as a function of the number of vertices in the polygon. 
Introduction
This paper is concerned with linkages modeled by polygons (primarily in the plane), whose vertices represent hinges and whose edges represent rigid bars. A fundamental question about such linkages is whether it is possible to reach every polygon with the same sequence of edge lengths by motions that preserve the edge lengths. Several papers have shown that the answer to this question is yes for various types of polygons; we call this a universality result. If edges are allowed to cross each other, then this is true in every dimension [12, 17] . If edges are not allowed to cross, universality does not hold in general for polygons in 3D [2, 5] , but has been shown for polygons in the plane and motions in 3D [1, 2] , for polygons and motions in the plane [9] , for polygons in 3D with simple projections [4] , and for all polygons in 4D and higher dimensions [8] .
All of these papers show universality by proving that every polygon can be convexified, that is, moved to a convex (planar) polygon while preserving edge lengths. Convex polygons are used as an intermediate state; because motions can be reversed and concatenated, all that remains is to show that a convex polygon can be moved to every other convex polygon with the same counterclockwise sequence of edge lengths. This fact is established in [12] when edges are allowed to cross. No proof has been published for the case in which edges cannot cross.
The basic idea in the proof in [12] of universality of convex polygons is to show how to reconfigure every convex polygon into another intermediate state, a "canonical triangle". In the first half of this paper, we show that this intermediate state can be avoided. Specifically, a convex polygon can be moved into any other convex polygon with the same counterclockwise sequence of edge lengths in such a way that each vertex angle varies monotonically with time (either never increasing or never decreasing). In this sense, the motion goes directly from the source to the destination. Our motion is also of the simplest type possible [3] : it can be decomposed into a linear number of moves, each of which changes only four joint angles at once.
In the second half of this paper, we study the same problem of reconfiguring convex polygons, under a more restrictive type of move. Specifically, we study motions consisting of a sequence of pivots, which are the simplest kind of motion in three dimensions, changing only two joint angles at once. Such motions are popular in biology and physics circles; see Section 5. It may seem that the freedom to move in three dimensions is a significant advantage, but in fact the limited motions make it difficult to change angles in the plane. Nonetheless, we show that it is possible to simulate our planar motions by a sequence of pivots. Thus we obtain the result that a convex polygon can be pivoted to any other convex polygon with the same counterclockwise sequence of edge lengths.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic notation that we will use throughout the paper. Section 3 proves the theorem about angle-monotone motions in the plane, using an old lemma of Cauchy and Steinitz. Section 4 shows an example in which a different type of monotonicity cannot be achieved. Finally, Section 5 proves the theorem about pivots in three dimensions.
Notation
For a polygon P , we denote its vertices by v 1 , . . . , v n in counterclockwise order, its edges by e i = (v i , v i+1 ), and its edge lengths by i = |e i | = |v i − v i+1 |. Throughout, index arithmetic is modulo n.
A convex configuration of edge lengths (positive real numbers) 1 , . . . , n is a convex polygon with those edge lengths in counterclockwise order. The convex polygon is allowed to have "straight" vertices with angle π . A well-known result characterizes the edge lengths for which convex configurations exist: 
Reconfiguring between two convex configurations
Consider two convex configurations C and C of the same sequence of edge lengths. We think of C as the source configuration and C as the destination configuration. Label each angle of C by + if it needs to get bigger in order to match the corresponding angle in C , by − if it needs to get smaller, or by 0 if they already match.
This set up is exactly what arises in the proof of Cauchy's theorem about the rigidity of convex polyhedra [6, 10] , except that in Cauchy's application the polygon is on the sphere. His key lemma about alternations in such +, −, 0 labelings is what we need as well. Cauchy's original proof of this lemma (in 1813) had an error, noticed and corrected over a century later by Steinitz in 1934 [20] .
Lemma 2 (Cauchy-Steinitz lemma). In a +, −, 0 labeling that comes from two distinct convex configurations, there are at least four sign alternations.
Proof (sketch).
Because the configurations are distinct, not all labels are 0. By circularity, the number of alternations between + and − (ignoring 0's) is even. It cannot be zero, because there is no motion of any polygon that increases or decreases all angles. It cannot be two, because then there is a chain of increasing angles and a chain of decreasing angles; the former chain specifies that the ends of the chain should get further apart, whereas the latter chain specifies the opposite. It is this last part of the argument that needs careful analysis; for details, see [20] for Steinitz's original (complicated) proof, [10] for a simpler proof due to Isaac J. Schoenberg, or [18] for another elementary proof. ✷ The idea is to take vertices v i , v j , v k , v l in cyclic order around the polygon, whose angles are labeled +, −, +, − in that order, and flex the quadrangle defined by those vertices until one angle matches the desired value in C . See Fig. 1 . Now we need a lemma about reconfiguring convex quadrangles: Proof. We consider the following viewpoint: v 1 is pinned to the plane, and v 3 moves along the directed line from v 1 to v 3 (see Fig. 2 ). The motions of v 2 and v 4 are determined by maintaining their distances to v 1 and v 3 . Applying Euclid's Proposition I.25 4 [13] to triangle v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , because |v 1 − v 3 | is increasing, so is the angle at v 2 . Similarly, the angle at v 4 is increasing throughout the motion. Because no angle goes past 0 or π , we maintain a convex quadrangle throughout the motion, so by the Cauchy-Steinitz lemma (Lemma 2), there must be at least four sign alternations when compared to any future quadrangle we will visit. This proves that the angles at v 1 and v 3 are decreasing throughout the motion. ✷ We are now in the position to prove the main theorem of this section: Theorem 1. Given two convex configurations C, C of the same edge lengths 1 , . . . , n , there is an angle-monotone motion from C to C that involves O(n) moves, each of which changes only four vertex angles at once.
Proof. Consider configuration C. By Lemma 2, we can find vertices v i , v j , v k , v l in cyclic order around the polygon, whose angles are labeled +, −, +, − in that order; see Fig. 1 . By specifying the subchains between these vertices to move rigidly, we obtain a convex quadrangle. Move this quadrangle according to Lemma 3 until one of the four angles matches the angle in C . (No angle will ever reach 0 or π because of our stopping condition.) Repeat this process until all angles match. The result is a sequence of motions from C to C . There are at most n moves, because each motion changes the label of an angle from + or − to 0, and that label persists. ✷
Proposition 1. Computing the motion in Theorem 1 can be done in O(n) time on a pointer machine with real numbers.
Proof. The first part is to maintain the vertices of the quadrangle, v i , v j , v k , v l , throughout the motion. We maintain four consecutive blocks I, J, K, L of the same sign; specifically, we maintain the first and last vertex in each block. This can be found initially in linear time by scanning along the polygon's vertices in order. The desired vertices v i , v j , v k , v l are identified with the first vertex in the corresponding block. When the label of one of them switches to 0, it and the block's first vertex advance to the next element in the block. If this was the last element (the block is empty), we make the following modifications. If I becomes empty, we advance it to the block of +'s after L. Similarly, if L becomes empty, it retreats to the block before I . If K becomes empty, it advances to the block after L, the blocks J and L merge to produce a new J , and L advances to the block after K. The case of J becoming empty is symmetric.
The second part is to apply the quadrangle motions from Lemma 3. This involves computing the time at which the quadrangle motion stops, and then updating the coordinates. These computations can be done analogously to Lemma 7 of [3] . Basically, we compute the times at which each angle would match the desired angle in C , and take the minimum of these times. At worst, each time can be computed by solving a degree-four polynomial, which reduces to an arithmetic expression involving square and cube roots. ✷
Distance-monotone motions
We have shown that an angle-monotone motion between any two convex configurations of a common sequence of edge lengths can be computed in linear time. An interesting consequence is that any polygon can be moved to a unique inscribed configuration [19] , in which the vertices lie on a common circle, a natural generalization of regular polygons.
It is interesting to note that we cannot hope for a distance-monotone motion between any two convex polygons, in which every distance between a pair of vertices varies monotonically with time. (This is in direct contrast to convexification of a polygon [9] , where all distances can be made to increase.) An example is shown in Fig. 3 . Because the dotted lines are the same length in both configurations, these distances must be preserved throughout the motion; in other words, the chains v 1 , v 2 , v 3 4 , v 6 , which can be moved in only two different ways. Only one motion decreases |v 1 − v 4 | and increases |v 3 − v 6 | as desired, but then the distance |v 2 − v 5 | increases and later decreases. Specifically, the distance in the middle configuration is more than 0.6% larger than the (equal) distances in the left and right configurations.
Reconfiguration with pivots
In this section, we show that a convex polygon can be reconfigured to any other convex polygon (with the same edge lengths) by the use of three-dimensional motions called pivots. Pivots are of great interest to polymer physicists and molecular biologists, who consider polygons as models of large molecules and are interested in the configurations that they can take. This motion has been used in many contexts over the last few decades in both physics and mathematics [11, [14] [15] [16] .
Erdős-Nagy flips [21] are special cases of pivots with planar polygons in 3D, in which the pairs of vertices that define the pivots are determined by lines of support of the polygon, and in which each rotation has angle π .
Another special type of pivot is a natural generalization of Erdős-Nagy flips. Let P be a polygon in R d and let H be a hyperplane supporting the convex hull of P and containing at least two vertices of P . Reflect one of the resulting polygonal chains across H . Let us call such motions hyperplane flips. The first person to propose these hyperplane flips appears to be Gustave Choquet [7] in 1945, for applications to curve stretching. He claimed in [7] (but published no proof) that after a suitable choice of a countable number of hyperplane flips the polygons generated converge to planar convex polygons. These results were rediscovered in 1973 by Sallee [17] .
In 1994, Millett [16] proposed a "walk" algorithm consisting of a sequence of pivots to take any equilateral polygon (knot) in 3D into any other. (Millett allows self-crossings during the motions.) The interest in equilateral polygons comes from molecular biology where homogeneous macromolecules or polymers such as DNA are modeled by polygons with equal edge lengths. Here the vertices correspond to the monomers and the edges to the bonding force between them. To establish the walk, Millett proposed taking an arbitrary equilateral polygon P in 3D to a planar regular polygon. His algorithm consists of three parts: (1) convert P to a planar star-shaped polygon P , (2) convert P to a convex polygon P , and (3) convert P to a regular polygon.
However, his algorithm for part (1) does not always work correctly. His procedure may yield nonsimple planar polygons in which all turns are to the right and the winding number is high, causing step (2) to fail. Toussaint [21] proposed an alternative walk algorithm to convexify a 3D polygon that generalizes Millett's theorem to polygons in d dimensions with no restrictions on edge lengths.
Millett [16] showed in step (3) of his procedure that any convex planar polygon with equal edge lengths can be taken to any other via a bounded number (as a function of n) of pivots in 3D. In this section we demonstrate that this procedure also works for nonequilateral convex polygons, although in that case an unbounded number of pivots may be required.
We now prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2.
There is a sequence of pivots moving between any two planar convex configurations of the same counterclockwise sequence of edge lengths, while at all times avoiding any self-intersection of the polygon. ✷ Proof. We use similar logic as in the proof of Theorem 1 in that we first locate a quadrangle v 1 v 2 v 3 v 4 whose vertices can be labeled −, +, −, +, respectively. We simply need to show that the quadrangle motion of Lemma 3 can be simulated by pivots, similar to Fig. 5 . General suitable motions are described as follows and illustrated in Fig. 6 . We pivot on v 1 v 3 , rotating the subchain containing v 2 by π/2. Our polygon is now in the position of the second illustration of Fig. 6 . We now bring the polygon into a "folded convex" position, where it lies in the union of two planes, folded along the crease determined by v 2 and v 4 . We pivot the subchains We have shown that no collisions occur during these pivots, but it remains to show that any desired quadrangle can be achieved through the repetition of these motions. Consider again the first quadrangle of Fig. 6(a) . Let x be the closest point from v 2 on the line through v 1 and v 3 . By the law of cosines, the distance between v 2 and v 4 is given by
After the first pivot (second quadrangle of the figure), v 2 xv 4 is π/2, so the last term is equal to zero. Therefore, after each series of pivots, v 2 and v 4 come closer, and their squared distance decreases by the original value of |2(v 2 x)(v 4 x) cos v 2 xv 4 |. Thus we always make considerable progress toward our goal configuration, and will eventually reach it, unless in our goal configuration either v 2 x, v 4 x or cos v 2 xv 4 is zero. In each of these cases, we will show that either v 2 The geometric progression of the proof above hints at the notion that there may be some polygons for which the number of pivots required to move between any two arbitrary goal configurations may not be bounded by a function of the number of edges in the polygon. In fact, we will soon show this to be the case. Before proving this statement in Theorem 3, we require the following lemma. We draw the reader's attention to Fig. 7 which may serve as a useful visual aid during the course of the proof of Lemma 4. For small angles x, sin x ≈ x. Therefore, as v 1 approaches zero, every two pivots only reduce v 1 to v 1 where
Because v 1 approaches but cannot attain zero, we can choose a goal configuration with a small enough v 1 as to require any number of pivots desired. (We note that although one cannot achieve a configuration in which v 1 = 0, this is not a valid configuration as the polygon would be flat and therefore selfintersecting.) While this proves the theorem for the case in which every two pivots restores the polygon to a planar configuration, we have not directly proved the theorem for arbitrary pivots. However, this is easily remedied by considering each pivot as a pair of pivots on the same diagonal, the first to bring the quadrangle into a planar nonintersecting position and the second to produce the original pivot as desired. ✷
